Mount Stuart and Treasure
Hunt Day from Glasgow

Join us for a fully interactive and exhilarating day starting in Glasgow City Centre. You will
depart from the SECC pontoon beside the Crown Plaza Hotel (former Moat House) and then travel
down the historic River Clyde bound for the Isle of Bute.
Your group will be picked up in our 10 metre Rigid
Inflatable Boats (RIBs) that can travel at up to 55mph,
compete in a mixture of navigation, boat handling and
high speed exercises, as well as stopping of at one of
Britain’s most spectacular Victorian Gothic houses for
lunch. It is a truly exhilarating way to see the area,
encourage involvement and competition in the process.

Sample Itinerary


0930

Tea / Coffee and pastries at the Crown Plaza



1000

Meet your RIB skippers and a briefing on the days activities



1015

Navigation exercise before heading down to the boats and issue of
navigation clues for the day



1100

Depart Glasgow for the first task which involves each team
navigating their way down the Clyde and through the islands to find
various objects in strategic places. Points will be awarded for each
location found as well as the speed in which the exercise is
completed



1245

Arrive at Mount Stuart



1300

Sumptuous lunch in the purple sitting room



1430

Enjoy a private guided tour of Mount Stuart House



1530

Enjoy your chosen afternoon activity



1700

Back on board for the afternoon competition on the boats.
This involves a high speed navigation exercise as well as
individual participants being tested for boat handling,
docking and low speed skilled manoeuvres



1930

Arrive back in Glasgow for debrief, prize giving and cocktails/ champagne
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This all inclusive package, based around a group of 12 / 24 /36 or more
people would be £285 pp (per person).

What is included in this package & how is it broken down?


10 meter RIBs (including fuel) & skippers for the day



Waterproofs and safety equipment included



Navigation equipment



Tea, coffee and filled morning rolls or pastries



Landing fees on the island of Wee Cumbrae



Lunch at Mount Stuart.



Drinks and prize giving back in Glasgow

If this does not meet your requirements we are happy to develop a day to suit your needs.

Our boats are compliant with the standards
of the Marine and Coastguard Agency
Licensing. All vessels are fully insured with
a £10 million pound third party cover. All
skippers are fully qualified and
experienced. Waterproofs, Life Jackets and
safety equipment included.
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